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More and more popular are using a gas blower to clean up their yard and garden of leaves and
different debris. These machines are a common choice for commercial properties and also for
specialized landscaping companies.

Most of these models are two stroke engines, but four stroke engines are also available. Gas leaf
blowers vary in power, which is measured in CC (cubic centimeters) units. The higher the CC
number, the more powerful the blower is.

Your choice of what type of gas blower to purchase is mainly determined by the size of the garden
you have to clean and maintain. A 20 or 30 CC gas leaf blower is more than sufficient for a property
of half an acre. A bigger, 50 CC model is more adequate for large properties, as it has more power
and speed. Various different manufacturers and brands are available on the market to choose from.
The most popular brands include Stihl, Toro, Echo, Husqvarna, Troy-Bilt, Ryobi and Makita.

Leaf gas blowers can be classified into three large categories:

Handheld Gas Leaf Blowers

These blowers are the most popular and widespread models when dealing with small and
reasonably sized yards. As these are handheld models, you can easily move around various
structures objects, making them quite convenient for landscapes. Handheld gas blowers are also
affordable, with prices ranging between $75 and $200. These models have certain disadvantages
as well, as overtime you will find exhausting to use, because of its weight, especially if you have
large areas to cover.

Backpack Gas Leaf Blowers

The backpack gas blower is a superior model compared to the handheld version. This blower is to
be strapped on your shoulder and move around with on your back. Such models are extremely
convenient for large or medium sized areas. The backpack version is efficient and quick, and it is
also a common choice for even people with relatively small properties.

However, after extended use, it can get heavy to use. The currently available versions include
several additional functions and features, such as vibration and noise reduction, adjustable and
padded straps. Some models even fulfill the emission standards.

Wheeled or Walk Behind Leaf Blowers

If you are looking for something really powerful, you can choose from one of the available wheeled
or walk behind leaf blower models. As we are talking about user-friendly, quick, efficient and
powerful models, these are the best option when it comes to commercial operations and larger
properties.
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